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completed his thirty-fourth year. Nay, we even find him quite

aware of the turning, at which he had gone wrong. "Instead,"

he adds, "of pursuing the way to the fine lawns and venerable

oaks which distinguish the region of happiness, I am got into

the pitiful parterre-garden of amusement, and view the nobler

scenes at a distance. I think I can see the road, too, that leads

the better way, and can show it to others; but I have got. many
miles to measure back before I can get into it myself, and no

kind of resolution to take a single step. My chief amusements

at present are the same they have long been, and lie scattered

about my farm. The French have what they call a pargue
orne, - I suppose, approaching about as near to a garden as

the park at Hagley. I give my place the title of a ferme

orne." Still more significant is the frightful confession em

bodied in the following passage, written at a still earlier period:
- "

Every little uneasiness is sufficient to introduce a whole

train of melancholy considerations, and to make me utterly

dissatisfied with the life I now lead, and the life which I foresee

1 shall lead. I am angry, and envious, and dejected, and

frantic, and disregard all present things, just as becomes a

madman to do. I am infinitely pleased, though it is a gloomy

joy, with the application of Dr. Swift's complaint, 'that he is

forced to die in a rage, like a poisoned rat in a hole.'" Amuse

ment becomes, I am afraid, not very amusing when rendered

the exclusive business of one's life, All that seems necessary

in order to render fallen Adams thoroughly miserable, is just

to place them in paradises, and, debarring them serious occupa

tion, to give them full permission to make themselves as happy

as they can. It was more in mercy than in wrath that the first

father of the race, after his nature had become contaminated

by the fall, was driven out of Eden. Well would it have been

for poor Shenstone had the angel of stern necessity driven him
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